
  

 

BACKGROUND 
  The Source Book, Passion for Skiing  

This detailed story on the history of modern skiing outlined in the book, and later in the 
film, was previously unknown. To define modern skiing one, has to appreciate that the 
simple activity of sliding over snow on pieces of wood is over 6000 years old. This was 
spelled out in a special study by a team of historians led by Passion team member, 
Elizabeth Hussey, of England (e.g. FIS is the Switzerland based skiing rule making 
organization). However, modern ski resorts require ski lifts, special grooming equipment 
and many other things that did not exist much before WW II. We start our story in 1910 
because that is when the Dartmouth Outing Club (DOC) was formed under the leadership 
of Fred Harris (Dartmouth Class of 1911; member National Ski & Snowboard Hall of 
Fame). As this book shows, it was the people associated with the DOC who have been at 
the forefront of many significant parts of the evolving ski history story.  

In the early part of the 21st century, no ski historians, legendary skiers, or Dartmouth 
College alumni appreciated how many people from a single community in northern New 
Hampshire had played such significant roles in the development of modern skiing. By 
accident in 2002-4, Steve Waterhouse uncovered a few interesting facts on the subject 
while working on an earlier book, Dartmouth's Dedicated Alumni. This information 
showed how some key alumni since 1910 had played unique roles in starting activities 
critical to evolving the simple act of sliding over snow in to the multi faceted ski industry 
of today with elaborate ski resorts and and ski activities of all kinds.  

In 2007, Waterhouse began talking to others with knowledge of ski history and each one 
provided some new fact that added to the growing story. After 3 years of dedicated 
research involving ski historians, ski legends, every day skiers and non-skiers who knew 
something about one subject or another, the evidence was irrefutable that the Hanover 
community had achieved something very exceptional. The History of Dartmouth Skiing 
Project LLC was formed and some of the most knowledgable members of the nearly 1000 
people involved in the research began to write up articles and chapters to tell the story.  
With the help of an experienced Editor, Nick Stevens '58, Waterhouse shaped this material 
in to the book Passion for Skiing (2010). It was first introduced at a special party in the 
Hanover Inn on the Dartmouth Campus during the 100th Winter Carnival Weekend,  
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February, 2010.  

The book has subsequently received the Ullr Award in April 2011 from the International 
Ski History Association (ISHA) as a Ski History Book of the Year at their annual 
gathering with the National Ski & Snowboard Hall of Fame (NSSHF). This event took 
place at the first great North America ski resort, Sun Valley Idaho. It was attended by many 
of the legends of the ski industry and launched what has been an eye opening learning 
adventure for everyone in the ski industry over the past several years. The book shows how 
a passion for skiing has expressed itself in the lives of Dartmouth-connected folks. All the 
stories are fascinating, some are close to unreal, and many show the continuing impact of 
past generations as the green thread of Dartmouth winds through our lives and our 
contemporary activities, often in ways people do not yet fully understand.  

The Film, Passion for Snow  

The film provides visual highlights of some of the subjects covered in the book, using old 
film footage going back to 1910 and contemporary interviews made in 2009 thru 2012, into 
a stunning documentary film. Due to the age of some of the people interviewed (i.e. 
Dartmouth alumni from the 1930s), we organized to capture film footage of them talking 
about their activities during the book research phase. After the book was published, the film 
work began to really unfold with help of some exceptional film makers. The large 
professional team responsible for the film has many awards for past work plus many 
personal connections to the story, led by Executive Producer Steve Waterhouse (principal 
author of Passion for Skiing), Producer Lisa Densmore (award winning ski racer; Emmy 
award film producer of PBS television's "Windows to the Wild"), Associate Producer Rick 
Moulton (leading expert on old ski film; creator of the historically important "Legends of 
Skiing"), and experienced Field Producers Roger Brown (creator of films like "Ski The 
Outer Limits", "Moebius Flip" and the recent "Vail 50th Anniversary") and Jim Butterworth 
( the Producer of the award winning movie "Seoul Train" and a dozen other serious 
documentaries) plus top class recording and editing companies in Los Angeles (Echo 
Entertainment) and Vermont (Egan Media). The Narrator is two time academy award 
nominee, Buck Henry, ("The Graduate", "Heaven Can Wait", "Get Smart") who has also 
been one of the most frequent TV hosts of long running US television show, ("Saturday 
Night Live"), and a recent participant in the number "one" US comedy TV Series ("30 
Rock"). The expert commentator highlighting important elements of skiing history in the 
film is Dr. John Allen (professor, ski historian and author of many books on this subject).  

The documentary film was selected as a “Ski History Film of the Year” by ISHA and  
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NSSHF at their annual gathering in April, 2013 at the 50th Anniversary of the Vail 
Mountain Ski Resort in Colorado. John Fry, the President of ISHA, said the Passion film 
was “the best documentary ever made on the history of skiing”. It has also been 
featured during Film Festivals in Burlington, Vermont, and Denver, Colorado. Since 
premiering on all five Maine PBS stations in December 2013, it has been screened on a 
great number of states across the USA during 2014 and is under active review for 
rebroadcast in 2015. It has been screened in London England; Washington DC (during a 
special US Congress “Send-Off Salute” to the 2014 US Winter Olympic team); Denver, 
Colorado; New York City; Tokyo, Japan; Salt Lake City, Utah; Concord, NH; was the only 
documentary on skiing available to be seen during the Winter Olympics and Paralympics in 
Sochi, Russia; Westchester, NY; and is also being considered for other special events 
worldwide. The “premiere” showings (Hanover, NH; Vail, Colorado); and other gatherings 
were essentially SOLD OUT! Google “Passion for Snow, Dartmouth” for press stories; the 
three film trailers (2, 3 and 8 minute versions) on "YouTube" created at different stages 
during production. Manchester NH’s Channel 9 created a special news feature for its NH 
Chronicles that was premiered in 2013 (WMUR, Feb 26, 2013, 7 PM) and continues to be 
replayed. There will be more to come as more people gain an understanding of the 
historical significance of the story!  

To highlight the broader ski industry film, the professional team interviewed some 35 
individuals last winter and spring who have been key participants as founders of ski areas, 
developers of mountain real estate, makers of ski clothing and equipment, designers of ski 
mountain facilities, medical doctors in ski communities, and makers of legendary ski 
movies. In March 2010, we captured on film the finish of the 2010 NCAA Cross Country 
races where a record 6 D undergrads earned All-American honors on the same day. We 
have interviews of Dartmouth’s 2 medal winners from the 2010 Vancouver Winter 
Olympics (Gold by Hannah Kearney ’15; Bronze by Andrew Weibrecht ’09; another 
record setting occasion for Dartmouth) telling why Dartmouth is important to them. 
Unfortunately, the film was completed well before the 5 medal performance of Hanover 
connected skiers in the 2014 Sochi Winter Olympics, or we would have included footage 
of this group.  

We worked with staff at Dartmouth's Rauner Special Collections Library, and all the 
sources of old ski film outside Dartmouth, to pull out some old film footage nuggets that 
have not been seen, or rarely seen, before like the first ever Collegiate Downhill races 
(Moosilauke, c. 1930) that led to the first ever US National Downhill Championship on 
Dartmouth’s own mountain (1933). Chick Igaya ’57 persuaded the Japanese Ski 
Association to allow our use of the only known film footage of Igaya’s 1956 Olympic  
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Silver Medal slalom run in Cortina, Italy. Ralph Miller ’55 located some old footage of his 
amazing ski run in 1955 when he became the first man to ski over 100 mph (in Portillo, 
Chile; 1955). Ralph also provided some old footage of some of Dartmouth’s greatest ski 
racers in action at Suicide Six before the D Skiway was constructed. Roger Brown ’57, a 
legend in making ski movies, opened up his archive for our use as our classmate Dick 
Durrance ’65 has done.  

We highlighted some unusual winter theme subjects. For example, we received permission 
to use a small clip from the Ted Geisel ’25 (AKA Dr. Seuss) created 1966 cartoon movie, 
How the Grinch Stole Christmas. We have the legendary, former Surgeon General, Dr. C. 
Everett Koop ’37, on camera telling the story of how he ended up becoming a doctor as the 
result of breaking his back when he crashed off the old Dartmouth Ski Jump in 1936. We 
have also aggressively pursued the source of an original Winter Carnival (1939) 35 MM 
film to enable copying it at the quality level we need. Dartmouth has a long involvement in 
the movie industry, starting with the producer of this film, the movie industry legend 
Walter Wanger ’15. We tell the story briefly of Dartmouth’s founding in 1769 by Eleazar 
Wheelock, and refer to the long line of Presidents and Boards of Trustees, down to current 
days, who have backed the many snow related projects that have enabled Dartmouth’s 
achievement.  

  


